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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your Centre numbel index number and name on all the work you hand in.

Write in dark blue or black pen on both sides of the paper.

You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.

Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid.

Answer all the questions.

Give non-exact numerical answers correct to 3 significant figures, or 1 decimal place in the case of angles in
degrees, unless a different level of accuracy is specified in the question.

You are expected to use an approved graphing calculator,

Unsupported answers from a graphing calculator are allowed unless a question specifically states otherwise.

Where unsupported answers from a graphing calculator are not allowed in a question, you are rBquired to
present the mathematical steps using mathematical notations and not calculator commands.
You are reminded of the need for clear presentation in your answers.
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At the end of the examination, fasten all your work securely together.

The number of marks is given in b.ackets [] at the end of each question or pa( question.
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I Express ::;jj - (,r + 3) as a single simplified fraction. tzl

Hence, without using a calculator, solve the inequality

t3l

(i) Use your calculator to find the gradient of the curve )' = 2"o" at the points where J = 0 und * = i,o.
t2l

r and find the
t 1I

4f +4x-11 .r*r.
,r-,1

(ii) Find the equations of the tangents to this curve at the points where ,r = 0 and "r =
coordinates of the point where these tangents meet.

I
1

-1 The curve -r =.t4 is transformed onto the curve with equation.r- = f(-r). The tuming point on -y = ,ta
corresponds to the point with coordinates (a, b) on -r = f(-r). The curve y = f(-r) also passes through
the point with coordinates (0, c). Given that f(-r) has the form k(x - l\a + m and that a, b and c are
positive constanls with c > b, express k, / and m in terms ofa, b and c. tZ)

By sketching the curve -y = f(,r), or otherwise, sketch the curv" ." = "l 
. State, in terms of a, b and c,' t (.Y)

the coordinates of any points where 1, = f1r;l ".o.r", 
the axes and of any turning points. t4l

An arithmetic series has first term a and common difference d, where a and d are non-zero. A
geometric series has first term b and common ratio r, where b and r are non-zero. It is given that
the 4th, 9th and l2th terms of the arithmetic series are equal to the 5th, 8th and lsth terms of the
geometric series respectively.

(i) Show that / satisfies the equation 5rl0 - 8r3 + 3 = 0. Given thar lrl < l, solve this equarion,
giving your answer correct to 2 decimal places. t4l

(ii) Using this value of r, find, in terms of b and n. the sum of the terms of the geometric series after,
but not including, the nth term, simplifying your answer. t3l

5 The vectors u andv are given by u =2i-j+2kandv = ai+bk, wherea and b are constants.

(i) Find (u + v) x (u - v) in terms of c and b- t2l

(ii) Given that the i- and k-components of Lhe answer ro parr (i) are equal, express (u + v) x (u - v) in
terms of a only. Hence find. in an exact form. the possible values of a for which (u + v) x (u - v)
is a unit vector. t4l

(iii) Given instead that (u + v).(u - v) = 0. lind the numerical value of ivl trt

1
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6 @ (i) Prove by the merhod of mathemarical inducrion rhat

lrll + l) = \n(n + t)(n2 + n + 2). t-5l

t2t

t3l

(ii) A sequence uo, ut. u2,... is given by

Find u,, z, and a.,.

uo=2 and un= n_t+n3 +nforn>l-

(iii) By considerinE L@, - r,,_l ), find a formula for u,, in rerms of n.

7 Do not use a calculator in answering this question.

(a) Verifythat-l+5iisarootoftheequationr'2+(-l-8i)u,+(-17+7i)=0.Hence,orotherwise,
Iind the second root of the equation in canesian form. p + iq, showing your working. l5l

(b) The equation z3 -5r2 +16z+k= 0, whereftisareal constant, has a root z = I +ai,wherea rs

a positive real constanl. Find the values of a and t, showing your working. t5I

8 It is given that ) = f(r), where f(.r) = tan(ar + b) for constants a and b.

(i) Show that f'("r) = a+ a)'2. Use this result to find f "(-r) and f"'(.t) intermsof aandy. t5l

(ii) In the case where 6 = |r, use your results from part (i) to find the Maclaurin series for f(-r) in
terms of a, up to and including the term in .r'1. t3l

(iii) Find the first two non-zero terms in the Maclaurin series for tan 2r. t3l

lQuestions 9, 10 & 11 are prlnted on the next page.l
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A stone is held on the surface of a pond and released. The stone falls venically through the water and
the distance, -r metres, that the stone has fallen in time f seconds is measured. It is given that x = 0

unot=0whenr=0.
dt

(i) The motion of the stone is modelled by the differential equation

d2x dr

-+2-=10-d,tz d,

(a) By subsrituting I = #,show that the differential equation can be written * # = ,O - 
ill

(b) Find -l in terms of t and hence find ;r in terms of l.

(ii) A second model for the motion of the stone is suggested, given by the differential equation

d2,r

al = lo-5sinir'

Find x in terms of I for this model.

t6l

t31

(iii) The pond is 5 metres deep. For each of these models, find the time the stone takes to reach the v
bottom of the pond, giving your answers correct to 2 decimal places. t2l

l0 (a) The function f isgivenbyf :.r'- I + y',r. forxeR,.r)0.
(i) Find f-'(.rr) and state the domain of f-r. t3l

(ii) Show that if ff(-y) = -r then :r3 - 4x2 + 4r - I = 0. Hence find the value of .r for which
ff(.t) = s. Explain why this value of .t satisfies the equation f(.r) = f -t(.r). t5l

(b) The function g, with domain the set of non-negative integers. is given by

g(n) =

(i) Find g(a), g(7) and g(12).

(ii) Does g have an inverse? Justify your answer

t31

121

I I The planep has equation r =
a
4

a- |

a
a+'l

. and the line / has equation r = (i)(j).^(i).,( +l

where a is a constant and I, p and r are parameters.

(i) In the case where a = 0,

(a) show that / is perpendicular to p and lind the values of i, p and t which give the coordinates
of the point at which / and p intersect, t51

(b) find the cartesian equations of the planes such that the perpendicular distance from each
plane top is 12. t5l

(ii) Find the value of a such that / and p do not meet in a unique point.
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[l forn=0,

lz + g(\n\ for n even.

Il+g(n-l) fornodd.
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Write youf Centre number, index number and name on all the work you hand in

Write in dark blue or black pen on both sides of the paper.

You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
1 Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid.
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degrees, unless a different level of accuracy is specified in the question.
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Section A: Pure Mathematics [40 marks]

I
0.1 m3 per minute

+ rm <

t-2 (s) (i) Find I r cos nrdr, where n is a positive integer. t31
J

12,n(ii) Hence find I lcosrud.r. giving your answers in the formo{. wherethe possible values
)" n'

ofa are to be determined. I2l

(b) The region bounded by the curve.r = j{'-, the -r-axis and the lines x = 0 andx = 2 is rotated- 9-x'
through 2n radians about the .r-axis. Use the substitution u = 9 - I to find the exact volume of
the solid obtained. simplifying your answer. t5I

Water is poured at a rate of 0.1 m'l per minute into a container in the form of an open cone. The

semi-vertical angle of the cone is a, where tan o = 0.5. At time , minutes after the start, the radius

of the water surface is rm (see diagram). Find the rate of increase of the depth of water when the

volume of water in the container is 3 m3. [7] -
lThe volume of a cone of base radius r and height h is given by V = +nlh-)

A curve D has parametric equations

"r= l-cosr, I = I-cosl, for0(l(2r.

(i) Sketch thegraphof D. Give in exact form the coordinates of the points whereD meets the.r-axis,
and also give in exact form the coordinates of the maximum point on the curve. tll

(ii) Find.intermsofa,theareaunderDfor0(t(rz,whereaisapositiveconstantlessthan2r.
t3l

The normal to D at the point where I - |z cuts the.r-axis at E and the r--axis at F.

(iii) Find the exact area of tiangle OEF, where 0 is the origin. t1l

3
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4 6l (B) Two loci in the Argand diagram are given by the equations

lz-3-il=l and arrz = o, where tancr =0.4.
The complex numbers zt and 22, where lz,l < lzrf, correspond to the points of intersection of
these loci.

(i) Draw an Argand diagram to show both loci, and mark the points represented by z, and, zr.
t21

(ii) Find the two values of zwhichrepresentpointsonlz-3-il= I suchtharlz- zrl=lz-zrl.
t4l

(b) O (D The complex number 2 - 2i is denoted by *,. By writing w in polar form rei0, where r > O
and -x < 0 ( n. find exactly all the cube roots of ,r in polar form. t3I

(ii) Find the smallest positive whole number value of n such rhat arg(w**!) = !x. t3l

Section B: Statistics [60 marksl

In a game of chance, a player has to spin a fair spinner. The spinner has 7 sections and an arrow which
has an equal chance of coming to rest over any of the 7 sections. The spinner has I section labelled
R, 2 sections labelled B and 4 sections labelled Y (see diagram).

The player then has to throw one of three fair six-sided dice, coloured red. blue or yellow. If the
spinner comes to rest over R the red die is thrown, if the spinner comes to rest over B the blue die is
thrown and if the spinner comes to rest over Y the yellow die is thrown. The yellow die has one face
with * on it, the blue die has two faces with d< on it and the red die has three faces with * on it. The
player wins the game if the die thrown comes to resa with a face showing + uppermost.

(i) Find the probability that a player wins a game. 121

(ii) Given that a player wins a game, find the probability that the spinner came to rest over B. t I I

(iii) Find the probability that a player wins 3 consecutive games. each time throwing a die of a
dillerent colour. l2l
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The number of employees ofa company, classified by department and gender, is shown below.

Production Development Administration Finance

Male 2345 l0l3 237 341

Female 867 679 591 s23

@ (i) The direcrors wish to survey a sample of 100 of the employees. This sample is to be a stratified

sample, based on department and gender.

(a) How many males should be in the sample? t I 1

(b) How many females from the Development department should be in the sample? tlI

The Managing Director knows that, some years ago, the mean age of employees was 37 years. He

believes that the mean age of employees now is less than 37 years.

@ (ii) State why the stratified sample from part (i) should not be used for a hypothesis test of the
Managing Director's belief. t I l

The Company Secretary obtains a suitable sample of 80 employees in order to carry out a hypothesis
test of the Managing Director's belief that the mean age of the employees now is less than 37 years.

You are given that the population variance of the ages is 140 years2.

(iii) Write down appropriate hypotheses to test rhe Managing Director's belief. You are given that the
result of the test, using a 57o significance level, is that the Managing Director's belief should be
accepted. Determine the setof possible values of the mean age of the sample of employees. [4]

(iv) You are given instead that the mean age of the sample of employees is 35.2 years, and that the
result of a test at the o7o significance level is that the Managing Director's belief should not be
accepted. Find the set of possible values of c. t31

The management board of a company consists of 6 men and 4 women. A chairperson, a secretary and
a treasurer are chosen from the l0 members of the board. Find the number of ways the chairperson,
the secretary and the treasurer can be chosen so that

(i) they are all women, t I I

(ii) at least one is a woman and at least one is a man. t3l

The l0 members of the board sit at random around a table. Find the probabilify that

(iit) the chairperson, the secretary and the treasurcr sit in three adjacent places, t3I

(iv) the chairperson, the secretary and the treasurer are all separated from each other by at least one
other person. t3I

22*164l



8 A website about electric motors gives information about the p€rcentage efficiency of motors depending
on their power. measured in horsepower. Xian has copied the following table for a particular type of
electric motor, but he has copied one of the efficiency values wrongly.

Power. r I 1.5 2 _l -5 7.5 r0 20 30 .10 50

Efrciency, y%o 72.5 8.1.0 8'7.4 87.5 88.s 89.s 90.2 91.0 91.1 92.4

For parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) of this question you should exclude the point for which Xian has copied
the efficiency value wrongly.

(ii) Explain from your scatter diagram why the relationship between x and y should not be modelled
by an equation of the form 1, = at + b. t I I

(iii) Suppose that the relationship between.r and -y is modelled by an equation of the form y = i * O,

where c and d are constants. State with a reason whether each of c and d is positive or negative.
t2l

(iv) Find the product moment correlation coefficient and the constants c and d for the model in

Parr (iii). t3I

c(v) Use the model y = I + d, with the values of c and d found in part (iv), to estimate the efficiency

value (y) that Xian has copied wrongly. Give two reasons why you would expect this estimate

to be reliable. t3I

9 (a) The random variable X has distribution N(15, a2)andP(10 <x<20) =05' Find the valueof c'
12l

(b) The random variable Iz has distribution B(4, p) and P(I = l) + P(f = 2) = 0.5

4p4 - l2p2 + 8p = I nn6 hence find the possible values ofp.

@ (c)

Show that
t4l

On a television quiz show contestants have to selectthe right answer from one of three alternatives'

George decides to do this entirely by guesswork. use a suitable approximation' which should be

stated, to find the probability that George guesses at least 3O questions nght out of 100. l4l
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82.5

(i) Plot a scatter diagram on graph paper for these values, labelling the axes, using a scale of 2 cm to
represent lo%t efficiency on the y-axis and an appropriate scale for the.r-axis. On your diagram,
circle the point that Xian has copied wrongly. 12l,



ol0 Mia owns a field. Various types of weed are found in Mia's field.

(i) State. in this context, two conditions that must be met for the numbers of a particular type of
weed in Mia's field to be well modelled by a Poisson distribution. LZI

For the remainder of this question assume that these conditions are met.

There is an average of 1.5 dandelion plants (a type of weed) per m2 in Mia's field.

(ii) Find the probability that in I m2 of Mia's field there are at least 2 dandelion plants. 12)

(iii) Find the probability that in -1 m2 of Mia's field there are at most 3 dandelion plants. 12)

(iv) Use a suitable approximation, which should be stated, to find the probability that the number of
dandelion plants in an 80m2 area of Mia's field is between ll0and 140 inclusive. t41

The distribution of daisies (another type of weed) per m2 in Mia's field can be modelled by Po(i). The
probability that the number of daisies in a I m2 area of the field is Iess than or equal to 2 is the same
as the probability that the number of daisies in a 2 m2 area of the field is more than 2.

(v) Write down an equation in .1. and solve it to find l. l4l


